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FIRST PUBLIC EXHIBITION IN 30 YEARS ·op 
"A TRIP THROUGH THE VATICAN" COLLECTION 
The Vatican art of Vernon Howe Bailey, recently acquired by the 
University of San Diego, will be exhibited publicly for the first time 
in 30 years from 5 to 8 p.m. on Tuesday, December 4 in the main office 
lobby of Home Federal, 615 Broadway, San Diego. 
"The one-of-a-kind collection, entitled 'A Trip Through the Vatican,' 
according to USD Special Assistant to the President Gilbert Brown, "was a 
very special gift to the University. It has been entrusted to us, not 
Jnly for safekeeping, but also for the purpose of sharing with the world 
this talented illustrator's unique and inspiring perceptions of Vatican 
Life." 
Twenty-four watercolors and sepia drawings selected from the 
University's 93-piece collection have been selected for the exhibition. 
The public is invited to the exhibition and wine and cheese reception to 
be held in the "orchid" award-winning lobby of Home Federal. 
Home Federal Chairman and USD Trustee Kim Fletcher said, "As a 
concerned corporate citizen, this association is proud to participate in 
the presentation of these unique works of art and help USD to realize 
its goal of sharing this collection with a national audience." 
It is a goal of the University to produce a documentary film for 
a national aud ience. 
The gift to the University was made by Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Edwards 
of Lomas Santa Fe who acquired the paintings more than 20 years ago 
from Robert Wilson, a Los Angeles publisher. "A Trip Through the Vatican" 
was created in 1932 while Bailey resided at the Vatican. In an 
unprecedented move, the Pope granted permission to Bailey to draw the 
Private Papal Compartments. Each painting depicts a different part 
of the Vatican, including architecture , painting, and sculpture. 
For in formation , contact Dr. Gilbert Brown, 260-4523. 
Free parking for the exhibition and reception will be available 
in each of the two Home Federal Parking lots. 
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